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For a week, during the summer of 2018, sixteen
young Londoners worked with a team of landscape
architects, urban designers and architects at the
University of Greenwich to explore how the dreams
and desires of many different people can be
represented in the future design of London.
UN/DER/REPRESENTED was the first of a series
of workshops focused on the speculative design
of landscapes, cities and territories, involving Year
12 students from across London. Organised by
Ed Wall, who leads the landscape architecture
and urbanism programmes at the University of
Greenwich, the aims of the first workshop were: to
focus on the design of cities by young people who
live in them; to design urban spaces by/with/for
individuals and groups who are un/less-represented
in current city-making processes [such as young,
homeless, disabled, low income people, migrants
and minorities]; and to explore un/less-professional
approaches to design.
The workshop was structured around an urban
design project to explore three terms: ‘see’, ‘be
seen’ and ‘hide’. The students studied an area of
Deptford, in South East London, through taking
photographs and making recordings. They explored
spaces around Deptford that allow people to be
‘seen’, locations from which people can ‘see’ and
sites in which individuals could ‘hide’.

The students then developed sketch design
proposals for changes to Deptford that would
enable observing, showing off and concealing
different activities. These drawn speculations
were accompanied by manifestos that outlined the
ambitions of their proposals. Through presenting
their proposals to each other during the workshop
the students shared experiences and developed
their ideas.
The main activity of the workshop involved the
construction of a five metre long collective model.
Students created maquettes of their designs and
then developed the sketch models in the context of
existing buildings, streets, parks and infrastructures.
As they worked their proposals, the students
revealed their individual and shared ambitions
for Deptford. This booklet presents a glimpse of
the designs that the students created during the
workshop.
How can we ensure that the aspirations of different
individuals, communities and organisations
can be fairly represented in the processes of
transforming our cities? The difficulty of designing
with other people, recognising conflicts and
reconciling contrasting ambitions should not be
underestimated. Simply, however, the ambition
of the workshop was to open up creative
conversations where we could learn from each

other and where Londoners were empowered to
inform the future of their city.
The workshop included support and speakers from
the Greater London Authority (Robert BaffourAwuah), The Royal Parks (Jane Pelly, Graham
Dear), BNP Paribas (Denizer Ibrahim), DNA
Deptford Neighbourhood Action, Voice4Deptford,
John Evelyn Community Garden (Vanessa
Celosse), Landscape Institute (Tahlia McKinnon),
Gensler, East Anglia Records, Advanced
Landscape Studio and the University of Greenwich
(Simran Khattra, Phil Hudson, Robbie Munn).
Without their generous support this workshop would
not have been possible.
The workshop was attended by Aphra Hallam,
Elise Rodney, Emily Zavatski, Faria Rasuli, Hanaa
Yakoub, Hannah Asante-Appah, Harvey Edwards,
Hebah Gheedan, Joseph Kuforiji, Kiara-Eve Clarke,
Loki PJ, Rafiq Sawyerr, Ridita Haque, Rucha
Thakurdesai, Tayo Wilson and Toby Iyaniwura.
The workshop was organised by the Advanced
Landscape and Urbanism Research Group at
the University of Greenwich and led by Ed Wall,
Harry Bix and Alex Malaescu. It was supported
by students from the BA and Masters Landscape
Architecture programmes, Ruth Davies-Mourby,
Anna Laura Sineoni and Elena Grebneva.

E L E VAT E
by Aphra Hallam

I have decided to create an elevated walkway on
Watergate Street which allows me to incorporate
spaces to see, be seen and hide. The walkway will
extend out onto the River Thames which will follow
the “See” and “Be Seen” aspect, as the vast open
space means there is not much to hide behind.
You will also be able to walk under the elevated
walkway, creating another passage with a canopy
of plants overhead, to fit in with the “Hide” element.
The elevated walkway will be made from reinforced
glass, so that once you walk far enough, you will be
able to look down into the River Thames.

THE BIOLUMINESCENCE
PROJECT
by Elise Rodney

Bioluminescence is the production and emission
of light by a living organism. Using this concept
of bioluminescence, I have created three new
benches and a new walkway that will incorporate
biomimicry aspects of living organisms. Deptford
Station has adopted a theme which I call ‘The
Uniform Jungle’. I believe that this theme could
be exploited and exaggerated, to create a more
harmonious space. The three benches and the
walkway will be lit up with white light during the
night time. The benches will have biomimicry
patterns on them and the walkway will have lines
going in different directions; the lines are used to
conform to the existing space and the different
directions represent the inconsistent paths that
jungles have.

THE CALM
BEFORE THE
STORM
by Emily Zavatski

“The calm before the storm” represents that how
the hectic and crowded place can also have an
area that is good for a brief calming pause. The
location of the project is near the Deptford station,
that is used by a lot of people. The square in front
of the station has already a couple of benches and
trees for a small break. My vision is to expand the
existing idea and make this area more private, as a
place to go, to have a short relaxing break from the
hectic station. Adding different sized flower pots and
a bench, with unique design, that has medium sized
plants behind sittings and calming water, will make
this place to a little oasis in a desert.

SEEING
DEPTFORD
by Faria Rasuli

Seeing Deptford is an intervention that will utilise
the roofs of buildings, on the high street, to create
recreational spaces, both private and public, where
users can observe the view, whilst using the space.
These roofs will have flora and fauna planted on
them, in order to create a brighter atmosphere on
the currently dull coloured high street. The roofs
will also provide extra seating for food places on
ground level as well as smaller intimate areas in
the rooftop gardens. This intervention will hope to
connect Deptford, allowing it to be seen through
a high space, and also provide hiding spaces for
those more comfortable being alone.

SENSES
by Hanaa Yakoub

My project titled ‘Senses’ is situated on the riverside
and extends inland. My main aim is to celebrate
the atmosphere and surrounding space; the view of
the river and flowerbeds, the sound of the running
water, and the smell and touch of the cool breezes,
with emphasis on engaging the 5 senses. The
stair structure is the focal point of the installation
and main vantage point where people can look out
onto the river, pier, boats and cruise ships. This
facilitates seeing, but also over time will develop
into being seen as it gains popularity and becomes
a landmark. I highlight the five senses through
reinforcing elements from the natural landscape
such as running water and flowers throughout the site.

CONNECTING
CONTRASTING
by Hannah Asante-Appah

My proposal is to connect a hiding place that
is enclosed with a lively open area that is eye
catching and expressive using a footpath to connect
contrasting routes.I chose a small alleyway that
was overshadowed by large trees but was also not
easily accessible and easy to miss. my plan is to
add a gothic gate that darkens the mood further
as well as add interesting shadows created by
embellishments. On the opposite end of the area I
wanted to focus on an active and social setting for
the see and be seen aspect of the project. The area
I chose was a central spot sited near a junction
where I would add an interactive play area.

PIER
by Harvey Edwards

I intend to create a space for people to see, to be
seen and to hide. After walking around Deptford
taking pictures and analysing the surroundings, I
have decided to design a pier by some flats that are
next to the river. The pier will have a large platform
which will allow people to see and also be seen.
Also on the pier will be a restaurant or café which
will allow people to hide as it is an enclosed space
but they are also able to see out onto the river. The
pier will be good for the community as there is not a
pier like this one in Deptford.

THE DOME
by Hebah Gheedan

My proposal is based in the creative open space,
where the area was focused on being seen.
I incorporated hidden aspects by replacing the
existing benches by the walls with curved benches
that create a closed area. Each bend of the bench
has added closure with trees, which also provide
comfort and add to aesthetics. I enhanced the
theme of seeing by replacing the existing bridge
with a higher glass one, providing a clearer view.
The wall beneath the bridge also has extra stepstyled seating added within the wall, creating a
more private seating area. As well as being an
area to view those below, the arches create a safe,
hidden atmosphere while in a public space. The
central space remains as an area to be seen.

REFLECTING THE
KNOWN AND THE
UNKNOWN
by Joseph Kuforiji

My main focus for my installation/building was
the using of Mirror’s and the concept of hiding in
plain site. This idea came from the theme we were
presented with in the beginning; See. Be Seen.
Hide. In the beginning my primary focus was solely
on the hide aspect. Focusing on a sectioned off
area in Greenwich, were told to take three pictures
linking to See, Be Seen, Hide and while walking
around the area my eyes focused on the mirrors
littered around the town in plane sight, helping
those who choose to focus on them and becoming
none existent to those who did not need them.
Hiding in plane sight.

ASPECT
by Kiara-Eve Clarke

Combining the elements of ‘See/Be Seen/Hide’, my
project “Aspect” allows a more open perspective of
the River Thames landscape. A walkway through
the fenced plants guides you to an open space on
which you can relax and a view which is free to
enjoy by all - still allowing privacy.

S H E LT E R
[ P U B L I C P R I VA C Y ]
by Loki PJ

This proposal focuses on the concept of creating
private spaces in public environments. When out in
public, hiding spaces are few and far between and
usually involve ‘imposing’ upon areas dominated
by an existing group or private property, adding
to the anxiety that someone is experiencing. The
proposition involves creating spaces that provide
people with a relaxing environment to be alone
or relax in a group. Being alone is not usually an
option, but my proposition aims to find a solution
to this by working with existing resource to create
recognizable, easily accessible and frequently
occurring anxiety-free spaces that can be
implemented into many different scenarios.

PERSPECTIVES
by Rafiq Sawyerr

The perspectives project capitalises on the existing
derelict infrastructure around Deptford and provides
it with a new lease of life. The pier has been,
expanded, repurposed, and reconnected, fusing
the 3 themes, seen, be seen and hide together in
a single structure. The pier now acts as a pathway
from the housing in the east, to the local community
in the west via a natural river landscape. Starting
and ending as a unified space, symbolising that
the user is encompasses all three themes. Three
different pathways deviate each other using higher,
narrower pathways for hidden, wider, and lower
pathways for seen and a hyperbolic paraboloid
connecting the two, to form be seen. Always
connected to all three themes.

EXPOSURE
by Tayo Wilson

My proposed area is situated along a walkway
in Deptford Greenwich which illustrates itself as
hidden amongst the riverside. Whilst remaining
shaded, it posses features that overlook the
Thames which symbolise a place that is ‘to
be seen’. The vast open water provides the
opportunity for further development which opens up
a spectrum of ideas for areas that could be seen.
The fact that boats and other forms of transport
pass by highlights how adaptive these areas can
behave which consequently draw our attention.
I decided to construct a model that will display a
panoramic view of the water whilst maintaining
shaded pockets of land.

CHILL ZONE
by Toby Iyaniwura

This presentation is about the development of
Deptford market yard. It is a collection of shops,
restaurants, saloons and a market place on
Wednesdays. This is project chill zone with a theme
on being seen, seen and hiding. A dockland light
railway station and a national rail station are nearby
so this project is also aimed at traveling people
and what keeps them relaxed. This achieved
by converting one of the unused tunnels into a
relaxation room with accessible chairs and tables.
These chairs are transportable and can be taken
around where people are most comfortable. In
addition to the project, the roof of the tunnels would
be connected by a long tunnel leading to the top of
another building over the train station.

The workshops are organised and led by the
Landscape Architecture and Urbanism programmes
(BA, MA, MLA, MSc and PhD) at the University
of Greenwich. The programmes are focused on
the speculative design of landscapes, cities and
territories informed by site-focused research. The
University of Greenwich is the only institution in
London offering Landscape Institute accredited
Landscape Architecture education from BA to
Masters.
U N / D E R / R E P R E S E N T E D is a 3-year
project that brings together design, research and
pedagogic initiatives that critically explore issues of
representation, inclusivity and accessibility in the
design of landscapes, cities and territories.
To attend, support or participate in the project
contact: Ed Wall on e.wall@greenwich.ac.uk
For updates on the project see:
www.thelandscape.org

